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SUBJECT:  Three Arrested Following Jewelry Heist in Pickering 

  
Three armed male suspects were arrested shortly after a jewelry heist at the Pickering 
Town Centre by responding officers, all stolen property has been recovered and 
Durham Police are thanking citizens who played a significant role. 
  
On Thursday, October 31, 2013 at approximately 7:30 p.m. West Division officers were 
dispatched to a robbery incident at the Pickering Town Centre involving two armed 
males who entered the People’s Jewellers store, accosted employees and smashed 
display cases, stealing thousands in merchandise.  The suspects fled on foot to a 
waiting suspect vehicle and fled the scene in company with a second suspect vehicle 
driven by a third suspect.  No injuries were reported. 
  
Numerous citizens witnessed the melee and contacted police immediately with 
descriptions of the suspects; their vehicles and direction of travel.  Multiple stolen 
jewelry items were dropped as the suspects fled through the parking lot and witnesses 
seized the discarded property and promptly turned items over to responding officers.  
  
Officers located both suspect vehicles along the 401 highway westbound corridor and 
executed high-risk takedowns with both vehicles in separate locations, arresting all 
three suspects, without incident.  Officers seized the remaining stolen merchandise from 
the suspect vehicles and recovered weapons, including a loaded .22 calibre handgun 
and a crowbar.  
  
All stolen merchandise was recovered. 
  
Baseer AHMED, age 21 of Yoho Avenue in Richmond Hill, Elton ALEXANDER, age 23 
of Bude Street in Toronto and Aaron LEWIN, age 21 of Forest Hill Drive in Richmond 
Hill are charged with:  Robbery with Firearm.  All three accused have been held for a 
bail hearing. 
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Additional charges are pending from this investigation and will be made public in the 
near future.  
  
Additional charges are also expected to be laid through GTA Police Services who are 
currently investigating the involvement of the accused in similar-type robberies within 
their respective jurisdictions.   
  
Durham Police would like to thank the many witnesses involved in assisting police in 
their initial investigation including those persons who recovered the discarded stolen 
property and surrendered all jewelry items to responding officers.   
  
Anyone with new information to this investigation is asked to contact D/Cst. Airey of the 
Major Crime Robbery Unit at 1-888-579-1520 ext. 5355.  Anonymous tips can be made 
to Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477 or online 
at www.durhamregionalcrimestoppers.ca and tipsters may be eligible for a cash reward 
of up to $2,000. 
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